The UK Corporate State. Part 2.
The City of london UK Corporate State has isolated the UK population from all means of legal or
financial obligation.
There are no government agencies left with any power to intervene on behalf of public complaints
against any Corporate entity.

The government agencies of Ofgem, Ofcom, Ofwat, FSA, Trading Standards etc have been isolated
& neutered.
The Charities & action groups have been neutered with government grants & placed directors.
The Red Cross & Citizens Advice are now used as government partners, barriers to separate &
distract the population.

Cameron passed Corporate Laws to steal all public owned assets for The Corporations with the
Infrastructure Act. He also destroyed legal liabilities on all consumer goods and services with the
ironically named Consumer Rights Act..
And the late lamented TTIP appears to have been wholly implemented in parts, in secret.
Cameron, an agent of Goldman Sachs, planted to implement the creation of The UK Corporate
State, separated the population not only from legal aid but also from the entire legal system.
The ISDS (International State Dispute Settlement) appears to have been implemented nationally as
well as internationally leaving the population not only unrepresented but not even in court.
Judges have been heard to say" I cannot hear evidence against a Corporation & I cannot find
against a Corporation."
Our representatives in Parliament have become part of the bureaucracy of the ruling elite. Those
that dissent are killed, like Jo Cox.
Others are bribed with constituency "grants", blackmailed or are part of the paedophile network.

While England Sleeps
While England Sleeps, hypnotised in its materialistic fantasy of wealth & debt The UK Corporation
steals the last specks of freedom & the illusion of Democracy from under our noses.
The population of the UK, distracted by the Main Stream Media & still giving them "the benefit of the
doubt " for the tenth time this month, fails to respond to the barrage of Corporate Attacks.
They wait for "concrete evidence" that they are being assaulted on all sides, at every opportunity by
criminal gangs & cartels that run every facet of Corporate Entity from the Energy Cartels, Banker
Cartels, the Treasury, HMRC, the British Army, to the CIA, MI6 & GCHQ.
There is no honesty, integrity, justice or Democracy left in public service, only self gratification &
survival.
They are all working against us until they succeed in stripping every last; personal possession,
personal identity, religion, morality & we are all slave beggars who will do anything for our Satanic
Masters.
This is War & you already surrendered when you looked away and did nothing.
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